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Plastivison India – a guarantor of success for BOY
BOY could again score points at the plastics trade fair in Mumbai / India. Both, a compact BOY 50 E with a clamping force of 500 kN and a footprint
of 3.25 m² and the BOY XXS impressed visitors of this year’s Plastivision with interesting applications.
In particular, the BOY XXS with 63 kN clamping force which has been designed for micro injection moulding was the focus of interest among Indian
plastics processors. We noticed a growing demand in the field of the production of liquid silicone parts on precise and reliable BOY injection moulding
machines. With screw diameters from 8 mm to 18 mm and a reciprocating plasticizing screw with a maximum stroke volume of up to 15.3 cm³, the
BOY XXS offers a wide range of applications.
The Indian BOY agency Karan Engineering already announced the first contracts during the fair. The owner and CEO, S. Sunderam, was highly satisfied
with the progress of the five-day major event and explained BOY’s long-standing success story on the Indian plastics market with the following words:
« We have achieved a very good market presence in India and are represented in all important industrial regions. In the emerging India, we can
convince with comprehensive consulting and service offers. The high number of very detailed and specific inquiries for the entire BOY product range
means a promising future for us. »

Company profile
Dr. Boy GmbH & Co. KG is one of the leading worldwide manufacturers of injection moulding machines with clamping forces up to 1,250 kN. The very
compact, durable machines work precisely, energy-saving and thus highly economically. With innovative concepts and solutions, BOY has proved itself
again and again as a trendsetter. Since the company was founded in 1968 nearly 50,000 Injection Moulding Machines have been delivered worldwide.
The privately-owned company continues to put special emphasis on engineered performance and high-class «made in Germany» workmanship.
For further information visit https://www.dr-boy.de
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